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Abstract. Weshowthatageodesicmetricspace, andinparticulartheCayleygraphofaﬁnitely
generated group, is hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov if and only if intersections of any two
metric balls is itself “almost” a metric ball. In particular, R-trees are characterized among the
class of geodesic metric spaces by the property that the intersection of any two metric balls is
alwaysametricball. Avariationonthedeﬁnitionof“almost”allowsustocharacteriseCAT. /
geometry for     0 in the same way.
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Introduction
It is well known that in an R-tree the intersection of any two metric balls is itself
a metric ball. In this paper we shall show that this is actually a characterization of
R-trees, and that, more generally, the geometry of the intersection of balls encodes
information about the curvature of a geodesic metric space. Recall from [2], [3], [4]
or [5] that a geodesic metric space is hyperbolic (in the sense of Gromov) if there
is a constant ı   0 such that for any geodesic triangle, any one side is contained
in the ı-neighborhood of the union of the two other sides. We prove the following
characterization of hyperbolicity.
Theorem1. Ageodesicmetricspace.X;d/ishyperbolicifandonlyiftheintersection
of any two metric balls is at uniformly bounded Hausdorff distance from a ball.
Studying curvature in terms of the geometry of the intersection of metric balls
turns out to be very natural and both Gromov hyperbolicity and the notion of CAT( )
geometry may be characterised in these terms (see Section 4).
Tracking constants in the proof ofTheorem 1, one can show that the hyperbolicity
constant depends only on the eccentricity constant. As Pierre Pansu pointed out to us,2 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
it is then an easy observation to deduce that the hyperbolicity bound varies linearly
with the eccentricity bound; so we obtain:
Corollary 2. A geodesic metric space is an R-tree if and only if the intersection of
any two balls is a ball.
This characterisation of R-trees was ﬁrst conjectured in an early version of this
paper, and Wenger has independently established the conjecture using very different
methods, see [10]. Our approach is entirely self-contained.
The following notion is crucial for our purposes.
Deﬁnition 3. We say that a set S has eccentricity less than ı (for some ı   0) if there
is R   0 such that
B.c;R/   S   B.c0;RC ı/
for some c;c0 2 X. By convention the eccentricity of the empty set is 0.
We shall see that the intersection of balls having uniformly bounded eccentricity
is also equivalent to hyperbolicity (Proposition 14 and Lemma 17).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we discuss the geometry of .1;q/-
quasigeodesics following an idea of Papasoglu in [7] and Pomroy in [8], which is an
importantstepintheproof. Section2discussesdivergencefunctionsandaquantitative
version of a theorem in [7] as well as a classical argument implying hyperbolicity.
Section 3 collects the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. The idea is to show
that hyperbolicity is equivalent to intersections of balls having uniformly bounded
eccentricity. One technical difﬁculty lies in the fact that the centre and radius of a ball
are not, in general, well deﬁned. When they are, an elementary proof can be given,
and we leave it to the reader. Pomroy’s work appeared in his Warwick University
Masters dissertation, but has never been published. In the Appendix we take this
opportunity to place his main theorem on the record with our own variation on the
proof.
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1. Bigons in geodesic metric spaces
In this section we establish preliminary results concerning the geometry of geodesics
inageodesicmetricspace. Themainresultinthissectionisthatiftwogeodesicsstart
at the same point and travel “almost parallel” for long enough, then this ensures the
existence of "-bigons for any "   0 whose fatness depends on the distance between
the two geodesics (seeTheorem 6 below). The proof of this follows the outline in [7],
[8]. We start with the simple observation that if two geodesics are synchronously far
apart, then they are asynchronously at least half as far apart as well.
Lemma 4. Let   and  0 be geodesics with  .0/ D  0.0/ D e. If there exists t   0
such that d. .t/; 0.t//   K then d. .t/; 0.s//   K=2for all s.
Proof. Suppose that there is an s   t such that d0 D d. 0.s/; .t// < K=2. Then
since   is a geodesic we have t D d. .0/; .t//   d.e; 0.s// C d. 0.s/; .t// D
s C d0. Hence d0   t   s. But by hypothesis and the triangle inequality
K   d. 0.t/; .t//   d. 0.t/; 0.s// C d. 0.s/; .t//
D t   s C d0   2d0 <K :
This is a contradiction. Similarly, if there is an s>tsuch that d0 D d. 0.s/; .t// <
K=2. Then since   is a geodesic we have s D d. 0.0/; 0.s//   d.e; .t// C
d. .t/; 0.s// D t C d0. Hence d0   s   t. But by hypothesis and the triangle
inequality
K   d. 0.t/; .t//   d. 0.t/; 0.s// C d. 0.s/; .t//
D s   t C d0   2d0 <K :
This is again a contradiction.
RecallthatifA;B aresubsetsofametricspace.X;d/,thentheHausdorffdistance
between A and B is given by
dH.A;B/ D inffr j A   Nr.B/; B   Nr.A/g;
where for r   0, Nr.A/ is the r-neighborhood of A. It is not clear how having
eccentricity less than a constant ı and being at Hausdorff distance less than ı to a ball
are related in general, but in the case of intersections of balls in a metric space those
notions will turn out being equivalent.
Deﬁnition 5. For constants     1 and q   0 a . ;q/-quasigeodesic is a map
  W Œ0;d  ! X such that  .0/ D  0.0/,  .d/D  0.d/ and for all t 2 Œ0;d 
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jt   t0j q   d. .t/; .t0//    jt   t0jCq:4 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
The points  .0/ and  .d/are said to be the endpoints of  .Aq-bigon is a pair  ,  0
of .1;q/ quasi-geodesics which have the same end points.
Theimagesofthequasigeodesics  and 0 inX arecalledthesidesoftheq-bigon.
For K   0, we say that a q-bigon is K-fat if its sides are a Hausdorff distance more
than K and K-thin otherwise.
Let q   0 and x;y in X.Aq-path from x to y is a continuous path   from x to y
such that, for any ´ D  .t/ for some t,
d.x;´/C d.´;y/   d.x;y/C q:
Obviously, given any point on p on a .1;q/-quasi-geodesic with end points x;y
we obtain a q-path by taking a broken geodesic xpy. We now turn to the main result
of this section, whose ideas are from [7] and [8].
Theorem 6. Let .X;d/ be a geodesic metric space, and choose integers K0, K1, q
with 1   K0 <K 1, q   3. Assume that there are two geodesics  ,  0 and a real
number R>0such that  .0/ D  0.0/ and d. .RC r/; 0.R C r// 2 ŒK0;K 1  for
all r 2 .0;r0/.I fX does not contain a K0=2-fat 1=q-bigon then
r0   .q.K1   K0/ C 1/.2qK1C1   1/qK1 C 1:
In words, if there is an upper bound on the fatness of bigons, then there is an upper
bound on the length for which two geodesics can travel at a controlled distance.
Proof. For the purpose of the proof we introduce a few deﬁnitions. Take J 2
ŒK0;K 1 , we call an element t 2 .0;r0/ a J-point if d. .R C t/; 0.R C t// 2
ŒJ;J C 1=q/. We say that t is an integral J-point if t is a positive integer and a
J-point. We deﬁne the J-distance between two integral J-points t 6D t0 by
dJ.t;t0/ D ]fintegral J   points between t and t0 gC1
and set dJ.t;t0/ D 0 if and only if t D t0. Note that since we are assuming that t, t0
are integers dJ.t;t0/   t0   t. The interval ŒK0;K 1  is covered by q.K1   K0/ C 1
disjoint half open intervals of the form ŒJ;J C1=q/, where J 2 .1=q/Z\ŒK0;K 1 .
Given that X does not contain a K0=2-fat 1=q-bigon we claim the following.
Claim: For any two integral J-points t and t0,i fdJ.t;t0/ D .2n   1/qJ, then
d. .RC t/; 0.R C t//<t0   t C J   n=q C 1=q:
We prove the above claim by induction over n: ﬁrst, for n D 0 we have t D t0
and d. .RC t/; 0.R C t0/ /<JC 1=q because t D t0 is a J-point.
So we assume the claim is true for n D m and show it for n D m C 1.
Given integral J-points t, t0 with dJ.t;t0/ D .2mC1   1/qJ we let t1, t2 be the
integral J points such that
dJ.t;t1/ D dJ.t2;t0/ D .2m   1/qJ:A characterization of hyperbolic spaces 5
NotethatdJ.t1;t 2/ D qJ because.2mC1 1/qJ D .2m 1/qJ CqJ C.2m 1/qJ,
and hence both d. .RC t1/; .R C t2// and d. 0.R C t1/; 0.R C t2// are greater
than or equal to qJ.
Set P D  .R C t/, Q D  0.R C t/, P1 D  .R C t1/, Q1 D  0.R C t1/,
P2 D  .RC t2/, Q2 D  0.R C t2/, P 0 D  .RC t0/, Q0 D  0.R C t0/, as shown in
Figure 1.
 0.0/ D  .0/
P D  .RC t/
Q D  0.R C t/
P1 D  .RC t1/
Q1 D  0.R C t1/
P2 D  .RC t2/
Q2 D  0.R C t2/
P 0 D  .RC t0/
Q0 D  0.R C t0/
Figure 1. The geometry of geodesic bigons.
Suppose for a contradiction that d.P;Q0/   t0   t C J   .m C 1/=q C 1=q.
We shall show that this implies the broken geodesics PP2Q0 and PQ1Q0 form a
K0=2-fat 1=q-bigon. Since X contains no such bigons we shall conclude that in fact
d.P;Q0/   t0   t C J   .m C 1/=q C 1=q.
To see that PP2Q0 is a 1=q-path we use the fact that d.P;P2/ C d.P2;Q 0/ D
.t2   t/C d.P2;Q 0/ and that, by our induction hypothesis, d.P2;Q 0/<t 0   t2 C
J   m=q C 1=q:
d.P;P2/ C d.P2;Q 0/ D .R C t2   R   t/C d.P2;Q 0/
  .t2   t/C t0   t2 C J   m=q C 1=q
D t0   t C J   m=q C 1=q   d.P;Q0/ C 1=q:
The last inequality comes from our supposition that d.P;Q0/   t0   t C J  
.m C 1/=q C 1=q.
A similar argument shows that the broken geodesic PQ1Q0 is also a 1=q-path if
d.P;Q0/   t0   t C J   .m C 1/=q C 1=q.
Now let   be a point on the path PQ1Q0 which minimises the distance to P2.
In particular d. ;P2/   d.Q2;P 2/.I f   lies on the arc PQ1 then, by the triangle
inequality, we compute:
t2   t D d.P;P2/   d.P; /C d. ;P2/   d.P;Q1/ C d.Q2;P 2/
<t 1   t C J   m=q C 1=q C J C 1=q:
It follows that qJ D dJ.t1;t 2/   t2  t1 <2 JC2=q, which is a contradiction since
we assumed q   3 and 1   K0   J.
Itfollowsthat  mustlieonthearcQ1Q0. ButapplyingLemma4tothegeodesics
 , 0 withs D RCt2 weseethatd. ;P2/   K0=2andhencethebigonisK0=2-fatas
required. Hence d.P;Q0/<t 0 t CJ  .mC1/=qC1=q completing the induction.6 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
Now by the triangle inequality
R C t0   d.e;P/C d.P;Q0/<RC t C .t0   t C J   n=q C 1=q/
D R C t0 C J   n=q C 1=q:
Hence J   n=q C 1=q   0,s on   qJ C 1.S o dJ.t;t0/<. 2 qJC1   1/qJ, and
r0   .q.K1  K0/C1/.2qK1C1  1/qK1 C1 because there are at least r0  1 integer
points in Œ0;r0/ and each of these is a J-point for one of the q.K1 K0/C1 possible
values of J.
2. Divergence functions and hyperbolicity
For a geodesic metric space .X;d/,adivergence function i sam a pf W RC ! R such
that for all x 2 X, all R 2 RC and all geodesics   D Œx;y ,  0 D Œx;´  such that
d. .R/; 0.R//   f . 0 />0 ,i fr>0is such that R C r   minfd.x;y/;d.x;´/g
and ˛ is a path in the closure of X nB.x;RCr/from  .RCr/to  0.RCr/, then the
lengthof˛ isatleastf.r/. Wesaythat geodesicsdivergeinX ifthereisadivergence
function f so that limr!1 f.r/D1 . Papasoglu showed in [7], Corollary 1.3, that
a geodesic metric space .X;d/ is hyperbolic if and only if geodesics diverge in X.
Hereweprovideaquantitativeversionofthisresultinordertorelatethehyperbolicity
constant for a space to the eccentricity bound.
First, following [7] we provide candidates for a divergence function.
Let D>0and for r>0deﬁne
fD.r/ D inffd. .RCr/; 0.RCr//such that  .0/ D  0.0/; d. .R/; 0.R//   Dg:
Since X is a geodesic space any path joining two points  .RC r/; 0.R C r/must
have length at least d. .RCr/; 0.R Cr//, and setting fD.0/ D D it is easy to see
that the function fD is a divergence function for X.
Proposition 7. Let .X;d/ be a metric space such that any q-bigon is 4.q C "/-thin.
Then for D > 32=3 C 48" and T>D = 4   8", any r0 >0such that fD.r0/   T
satisﬁes
r0   .12T C 26"   3D=4 C 1/.212TC24"C1   1/.12T C 24"/ C 1:
In words, limr!1 fD.r/ D1and hence geodesics diverge.
Before starting with the proof we show an intermediate result.
Lemma8. Supposethat.X;d/isametricspacesuchthatq-bigonsareK.qC"/-thin
for some constant K   1 and some "   0. Let D   2K" and T   D=K  2". If twoA characterization of hyperbolic spaces 7
geodesics   and  0 starting at the same point are such that d. .R/; 0.R//   D for
some R   0 and d. .RC r0/; 0.R C r0// D T for some r0 >0 , then
d. .RC r/; 0.r C R// 2 ŒD=K   2";KT C 2K" 
for any r 2 Œ0;r0 .
Proof. LetusdenotebyAr ´ d. .RCr/; 0.rCR//. Takear tobethemidpointona
geodesic ˛r from  .RCr/to  0.RCr/. Then the broken geodesics  .0/ .RCr/ar
and  .0/ 0.R C r/ar form the sides of an Ar=2-bigon, which by assumption is
K.Ar=2 C "/-thin. According to Lemma 4, this bigon is at least D=2-fat since the
distancebetweenthetwogeodesicsismorethanD attimeR. HenceAr   D=K 2".
The upper bound is obtained in a similar way by looking at the broken geodesics
 .0/ .RCr/ar0 and .0/ 0.RCr/ar0. TheyformaT=2-bigon,whichbyassumption
isK.T=2C"/-thin. ButbyLemma4, thisbigonisatleastAr=2-fatsincethedistance
between the two geodesics is Ar at time r   r0. Hence Ar   KT C 2K",a s
required.
We now can easily prove Proposition 7.
Proof of Proposition 7. Since fD.r0/   T there are two geodesics   and  0 and
R 2 RC such that
(a)  .0/ D  0.0/,
(b) d. .R/; 0.R//   D,
(c) d. .RC r0/; 0.R C r0//   T.
We can apply Theorem 6 with q D 3, K0 D D=4   2" and K1 D 4T C 8", which
can be done using the previous lemma with K D 4. The assumptions on D and T
ensure that K1 >K 0   0.
From now on we assume that D > 32=3 C 48" so that the function fD satisﬁes
the conclusions of Proposition 7 for appropriate constants. The next step is to replace
the divergence function fD by a divergence function e of exponential growth. Given
a rectiﬁable path ˛, let us denote by `.˛/ its length. For r>0we set
e.r/ D inf
R2RC; ; 0
d. .R/; 0.R// D
˚
`.˛/ j ˛ a path from  .RC r/to
 0.R C r/in X n B.x;R C r/and d. .R/; 0.R//   D
 
where  ,  0 are geodesics,  .0/ D  0.0/ D x and the inﬁmum is taken over all
geodesics  ,  0 and all points x 2 X and all R 2 RC.
It is clear that if we deﬁne e.0/ D fD.0/ D D then e is a divergence function
on X and that f.r/  e.r/ for all r   0. The following shows that this divergence
function has exponential growth.8 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
Proposition 9. For any k>1and r>uC kN, we have
e.r/ > .3=2/k.4N C 2/
where N D 1C3D Csupfr j fD.r/ < 9Dg and u D supft j fD.t/ < 4N C2g.I n
particular, e has exponential growth.
We start with an intermediate result.
Lemma 10. If   and  0 are geodesics with  .0/ D  0.0/ and R>0satisﬁes
d. .R/; 0.R//   D then d. .R C N/; 0.R C N//   3D, where N is as in
Proposition 9.
Proof. Let ˇ be a geodesic joining  .RC N/to  0.R C N/. Suppose for a contra-
diction that ˇ has length less than 3D, so no point on ˇ lies in the interior of the ball
B.x;R C N   3D/, where x D  .0/. Concatenate ˇ with the terminal subarcs of
 ,  0 of length 3D to obtain a path joining  .RC N   3D/ to  0.R C N   3D/.
No point on this path lies in the interior of the ball B.x;R C N   3D/,s oi tm u s t
have length at least e.N   3D/. On the other hand we see that the path has length
6D C`.ˇ/ which by assumption is less than 9D,s ow eg e te.N  3 D /<9 D .H o w -
ever e.N   3D/   f.N   3D/   9D by choice of N, and this is a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 9. Arguing by induction on k it is enough to show that e.r/  
3
2e.r   N/for any r>uC N.I fe.r/ D1we are done. So we can assume that
e.r/ is ﬁnite and therefore there are geodesics  ,  0 with  .0/ D  0.0/ D x and
R>0such that d. .R/; 0.R//   D such that there is an arc ˛ in the closure of the
complement of the ball B.x;RCr/which joins  .RCr/and  0.R Cr/and which
has length less than e.r/C 1.
Let t1 D supft 2 Œ0;M=2  j ˛.t/ 2 B.x;R C r C N/g and let t2 D infft 2
ŒM=2;M  j ˛.t/ 2 B.x;R C r C N/g. Note that t1   N and M   t2   N,
so the subarc ˛jŒt1;t2  must have length less than or equal to M   2N. Let c1 and
c2 be geodesics from x to ˛.t1/ and ˛.t2/ respectively. By combining the triangle
inequality Lemma 10 we see that
3D   d. .RC N/; 0.R C N//
  d. .RC N/;c 1.R C N//C d.c1.R C N/;c 2.R C N//
C d.c2.R C N/; 0.R C N//:
It follows that at least one of the three terms in the above sum must be greater
than or equal to D. It cannot be the middle term for the following reason: if
d.c1.R C N/;c 2.R C N//   D, then, by deﬁnition of e, any path joining
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of the ball B.x;RCN Cr/must have length at least e.r/, so in particular the subarc
˛jŒt1;t2  must have length at leaste.r/. On the other hand we observed that this subarc
has length at most M   2N, so we see that e.r/   M   2N. Since M   e.r/C 1
we have that e.r/   e.r/C 1   2N and since N   1 this is a contradiction.
Thus we may assume (interchanging   and c1 with  0 and c2 if necessary) that
d. .RCN/;c 1.RCN//  D. We construct a path ˛0 in the complement of the ball
B.x;RCr/joining  .RCr/to c1.R Cr/by concatenating the subarc ˛jŒ0;t1  with
the subarc c0
1 of c1 joining c1.R Cr/to ˛.t1/. Since ˛.t1/ is within R Cr CN of x
we see that c0
1 has length at most N, and so ˛0 has length at most M=2C N. On the
other hand the length of ˛0 is bounded below by e.R C r   .R C N//D e.r   N/,
so we see that
e.r   N/<M=2C N:
But recall that M   e.r/C1, so we see that e.r/ > 2e.r N/ 2N  1. Finally,
sincer N>u andbydeﬁnitionofu,wehavethate.r N/  fD.r N/  4NC2.
It follows that e.r   N/=4   N C 1=2 and so
e.r/ > 2.e.r   N/  N   1=2/   2e.r   N/  e.r   N/=4 D
3
2
e.r   N/:
It follows from Lemma 9 that for any afﬁne function g.r/ D ar C b there is
some r0 such that e . r />g . r /for all r   r0. The value r0 depends only on the
function fD and the constants a and b, though there may be no closed formula to
computeit. Itisclearthatthevalueofr0 maybeboundedintermsofthevaluesofthe
constants N and u appearing in Lemma 9, and those depend only on the constant D
and the eccentricity bound " as shown in the next lemma. This will enable us to show
that there is an upper bound on the hyperbolicity constant for X which is a function
of " alone.
Lemma 11. Let .X;d/ be a geodesic metric space such that for each q the q-bigons
are 4q C 4"-thin. Let D > 32=3 C 48", N D supfr j f.r/<9 DgC1 C 3D and
u D supft j f. t/<4 NC 2g as in Proposition 9. Then N and r are bounded above
by functions of " and D. More precisely,
(1) N < .106D C 26" C 1/.2108DC24"C1   1/.108D C 24"/ C 2 C 3D,
(2) u   .48N C 26"   3D=4 C 25/.248NC25"C13   1/.48N C 24" C 24/ C 1.
Proof. (1)Apply Proposition 7 with T D 9fD.0/ D 9D.
(2)Apply Proposition 7 with T D 4N C 2>3 D .
Theorem12. Let.X;d/beageodesicmetricspacesuchthatforeachq theq-bigons
are 4q C 4"-thin. Then X is ı."/-hyperbolic, for some function ı depending on "
alone.10 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
Proof. To ensure that D > 32=3 C 48" we set D D 11 C 48". Let x;y;´ 2 X
and choose geodesics ˛´ D Œx;y ;˛x D Œy;´ ;˛y D Œ´;x  in X. We denote by ˛ 1
p
the reverse of the geodesic ˛p. We wish to estimate the thickness ı of this geodesic
triangle   using the exponential divergence function e deﬁned above. The following
argument is adapted from that given in [1].
Let Tx D supft j d.˛´.t/;˛ 1
y .t//   Dg and set xy D ˛´.Tx/ and x´ D
˛ 1
y .Tx/. Similarly we deﬁne Ty, T´, yx, yx, ´x and ´y. Now set L´ D d.x;y/ 
.Tx C Ty/, Lx D d.y;´/  .Ty C T´/ and Ly D d.´;x/   .T´ C Tx/
Case 1. At least one of the values, say L´, is non-positive. In this case any point
on ˛´ is within D of the other two sides, while any point on the subarcs yy´ or xx´
is within D of the other two sides. There is ´0 on ˛´ between yx and xy that is within
D of both y´ and x´. Hence the broken paths ´0y´´ and ´0x´´ form a D-bigon,
consequently the triangle is 4D C 4"-thin (see Figure 2).
Case 1 Case 1 Case 2
x x
˛´ ˛´
yx
yx
yx L´
L´
xy
xy
x´
x´
y´
y´
´x ´x
´y
´y
˛x ˛x
˛y ˛y
y y
´ ´
Ly
Lx
Figure 2. Geodesic triangles are thin.
Case 2. All three of the values Lx, Ly, L´ are positive. In this case we shall show
that we can bound all three of these values by some uniform value L given in terms
of D and ", and hence, setting D D 11 C 48", L depends on " alone. Once this is
done it is clear that any point on any side of the triangle is within L=2C11C48" of
some point on one of the other two sides, so it remains to ﬁnd this bound L.
We can assume that Lx   Ly   L´. First note that if Lx   2D we can run the
argument from case 1 with 2D in place of D, so we may assume that 2D < Lx  
Ly   L´.
We claim that the interior of B.x;Tx CL´=2/ does not intersect the geodesic ˛x.
Indeed, since d D .x;y/ D Tx CTy CL´, the interior of the balls B.x;Tx CL´=2/
andB.y;TyCL´=2/havedisjointintersection. Similarly, theballsB.x;TxCL´=2/
andB.´;T´CLy L´=2/havedisjointinteriors. Butsinced.y;´/   T´CTyCLx,
the arc ˛x is contained in the union of B.´;T´ CLy  L´=2/ and B.y;Ty CL´=2/.A characterization of hyperbolic spaces 11
Now let p D ˛´.Tx C L´=2/ and p0 D ˛ 1
´ .Tx C L´=2/. The arcs pyx, yxy´,
y´´y,´y´x and´xp0areinthecomplementoftheballB.x;TxCL´=2/(sincetheyare
eitherintheballB.y;Ty CL´=2/orB.´;T´CLy  L´=2/). Soconcatenatingthose
arcs we obtain a path in the closure of the complement of the ball B.x;Tx C Lx=2/
of length Lx C Ly C 2D   2D C 4L´=2. Applying the divergence function to the
geodesics ˛´;˛ 1
y emanating from the point x we see that e.L´=2/   2D C4L´=2.
Now choose an integer k   0 so that L´=2 2 .u C kN;u C .k C 1/N  where u,
N are the constants estimated in Lemma 11. If k   0 then L´ <uC N and, since
u, N depend only on ", we are done. If k   1 we can apply Theorem 9 to show that
e.r/ > .3=2/k.4N C 2/. It follows that k can also be bounded above in terms of "
and D. As noted before, we may choose D D 11 C 48" to obtain a bound on k in
terms of " alone. We denote this bound by k."/. This gives a bound on Lx=2 since
Lx=2   uC.k."/C1/N. This in turn bounds the fatness of the triangle as less than
or equal to D C 2.u C .k."/ C 1/N D 11 C 48" C 2.u C .k."/ C 1/N/.
We have shown that any geodesic triangle is either 10D C 4"-thin, which since
D D 11 C 48" means that the triangle is 110 C 484"-thin, or it is u C N-thin,
or it is 11 C 48" C 2.u C .k."/ C 1/N/-thin. In the second case and third case
the constants u;k."/;N can all be written in terms of " alone. If we take ı."/ D
maxf110C484";uCN;11C48"C2.uC.k."/C1/N/g then we see that the space
.X;d/ is ı."/-hyperbolic, as required.
3. Proof of the quasi-balls characterization
The proof of Theorem 1 is a sequence of simple observations, combined with Theo-
rem 12. Our ﬁrst observation in this section holds for any geodesic metric space and
gives the interior radius of the intersection of two balls.
Lemma 13. Let .X;d/ be a geodesic metric space.
(1) For any x;y 2 X with d.x;y/ D d and s;t   0, if the balls B.x;s/ and
B.y;t/ are neither disjoint nor nested, then
B.c;r/   B.x;s/\ B.y;t/;
wherer D
sCt d.x;y/
2 andc isanypointonanygeodesicbetweenx andy,atdistance
s tCd
2 from x.
(2) If s;t < d and B. ;R/   B.x;s/\ B.y;t/, then R   s C t   d.
Proof. (1) If the balls B.x;s/ and B.y;t/ are neither disjoint nor nested, then we
have r D sCt d
2   0 and 0<s tCd
2 <d , and hence given any geodesic   from
x to y we may take a point c on   at distance s tCd
2 from x and a ball of radius r12 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
around c. Then for ´ 2 B.c;r/
d.x;´/   d.x;c/C d.c;´/  
s   t C d
2
C
s C t   d
2
D s
and similarly d.y;´/   t.
(2) First notice that our assumptions on s and t being strictly smaller than d show
that x and y do not belong to B.x;s/ \ B.y;t/. Let a D d.x; / and b D d.y; /,
so that a   s, b   t and d   a C b   s C t. Take a geodesic  x  from x to   and
a point ´ on this geodesic, at distance R from  . Such a point exists because x does
not belong to B. ;R/. Since ´ 2 B. ;R/   B.y;t/ we have
d D d.x;y/   d.x;´/C d.´;y/   a   R C t:
Similarly, take a geodesic  y  from y to   and a point ´0 on this geodesic, at distance
R from  . Since ´0 2 B. ;R/   B.x;s/ we have
d D d.x;y/   d.x;´0/ C d.´0;y/  b   R C s:
Combining the two inequalities gives that 2d   a C b   2R C s C t,
hence 2R   s C t   d C a C b   d   2.s C t   d/.
We can now prove one implication of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.
Proposition 14. If a geodesic metric space .X;d/ is ı-hyperbolic with hyperbolicity
constant less than or equal to ı   0, then both the eccentricity of the intersection
of any two balls and the Hausdorff distance from the intersection to a ball are both
uniformly bounded by 2ı.
Proof. Take x;y 2 X with d D d.x;y/ and s;t 2 RC, with s   t. We shall show
that the eccentricity of B.x;s/ \ B.y;t/ is less than 2ı. This implies the statement
about Hausdorff distance as well, by deﬁnition of Hausdorff distance (recalled in the
beginning of this section).
According to Lemma 13, part (1), either B.x;s/   B.y;t/, B.y;t/   B.x;s/,
B.x;s/\ B.y;t/ D;or B.c;r/   B.x;s/\ B.y;t/, where c and r are as deﬁned
in that lemma. In the ﬁrst three cases the eccentricity is clearly bounded by 0. In the
remaining case it sufﬁces to show that there is a constant " independent of x, y, s, t
suchthatB.x;s/\B.y;t/iscontainedinsomeballofradiusrC". Weshallshowthat
in fact B.c;r/   B.x;s/\B.y;t/   B.c;r C2ı/. Now, for ´ 2 B.x;s/\B.y;t/,
let us estimate the distance to c.
Since c lies on a geodesic from x to y it is within ı of a point p which lies
on a geodesic from y to ´ or on a geodesic from x to ´. We ﬁrst assume that p
lies on a geodesic from x to ´. By the triangle inequality, we have that
d.x;c/ C d.c;´/   d.x;p/ C d.p;´/ C 2ı. Since p lies on a geodesic from xA characterization of hyperbolic spaces 13
to ´ this yields d.x;c/ C d.c;´/   d.x;´/ C 2ı D s C 2ı. Now we have, as
required,
d.c;´/   s C 2ı  
s   t C d.x;y/
2
D
s C t   d.x;y/
2
C 2ı:
If p lies on a geodesic from y to ´ instead, then we use the same argument switching
the roles of x, y and of s, t.
The following says that in a geodesic metric space such that the intersection of
any two balls has uniformly bounded eccentricity, then the set of points on K-paths
is uniformly close to a geodesic.
Lemma 15. Suppose that .X;d/ has a uniform bound "   0 on the eccentricity of
the intersection of any two balls. Then for any q   0, given any two points x;y 2 X,
any point on a q-path from x to y is contained in the 2q C 2"-neighbourhood of any
geodesic from x to y.
Proof. Let ´ be a point on a q-path   from x to y with s D d.x;´/, t D d.y;´/
so that d   s C t   d C q.I fs   d then t   q and ´ is within q of y. Similarly
if t   d then s   q and t is within q of x, so we may assume that both s;t < d.
Now let Y D B.x;s/ \ B.y;t/ so that ´ 2 Y. Then by Lemma 13, point (2), we
see that any ball contained in Y has radius at most q. It follows from the bounded
eccentricity hypothesis that Y   B. ;q C "/ for some point   2 X. Let   be a
geodesic from x to y and c any point on   at distance less than s to x and less than
t to y (such a point exists because d   s C t). Then c;´ 2 Y   B. ;q C "/, hence
d.c;´/   d.c; /C d. ;´/   2q C 2".
Remark. Taking K D 0 in the lemma above shows that in a geodesic metric space
such that the intersection of any two metric balls has eccentricity less than or equal
to ı, any geodesic between two points is contained in a ı-neighbourhood of any other
geodesic between those two points.
An analogous result holds in terms of Hausdorff distance.
Lemma 16. Suppose that .X;d/ has a uniform bound "   0 on the Hausdorff
distance from the intersection of any two balls to a ball. Then for any q   0, given
any two points x;y 2 X, any point on a q-path from x to y is contained in the
2q C 6"-neighbourhood of any geodesic from x to y.
Proof. Let ´ be a point on a q-path   from x to y with s D d.x;´/, t D d.y;´/
so that d   s C t   d C q.I f s C "   d then t   "   q and ´ is within q C "
of y. Similarly if t C "   d then s   "   q and t is within q C " of x.S o w e14 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
may assume that both s C "; t C "<d . Now let Y D B.x;s/ \ B.y;t/, so that
´ 2 Y. By assumption, d.Y;B. ;R//   ", for some   2 X and some R   0,
which implies that Y   B. ;R C "/ D N".B. ;R// and that B. ;R/   N".Y /  
B.x;sC"/\B.y;tC"/. SobyLemma13,point(2),weseethatanyballcontainedin
B.x;sC"/\B.y;tC"/ has radius at most qC2". It follows that Y   B. ;qC3"/.
Let   be a geodesic from x to y and c any point on   at distance less than s to x and
lessthant toy (suchapointexistsbecaused   sCt). Thenc;´ 2 Y   B. ;qC3"/,
hence d.c;´/   d.c; /C d. ;´/   2q C 6".
WecannowprovetheotherimplicationinTheorem1, namelythat(b)implies(a).
Lemma 17. (i) There is a linear function ıW RC ! RC such that if .X;d/ is a
geodesic metric space with the property that the intersection of any two balls has
eccentricity bounded by ", then X is ı."/-hyperbolic.
(ii)ThereisalinearfunctionıW RC ! RC suchthatif.X;d/isageodesicmetric
space with the property that the intersection of any two balls is at Hausdorff distance
less than "=3, then X is ı."/-hyperbolic.
Proof. According to Lemma 15 or Lemma 16, in such a metric space all q-bigons are
6.q C"/-slim. We conclude usingTheorem 12 above. As Pierre Pansu pointed out to
us, it immediately follows that we can take ı to be linear in ", namely ı."/ D "ı.1/.
Indeed, scaling the metric we see that .X;d="/ has the property that the intersection
of any two balls has eccentricity bounded by 1 and so is ı.1/-hyperbolic. Rescaling
we see that .X;d/ is "ı.1/-hyperbolic.
We conclude this section with the proof of Corollary 2, which asserts that R-trees
are characterised by the property that the intersection of any two metric balls is a
metric ball.
Proof of Corollary 2. One implication is given by Proposition 14. Conversely, if the
space .X;d/ has the property that the intersection of any two balls has eccentricity 0,
then for any ">0the intersection of any two balls has eccentricity bounded by ",
and so the space is "ı.1/-hyperbolic for all ">0 . It is therefore 0-hyperbolic and
hence must be an R-tree.
Remark. Noticethatinfactwedonotneedtoassumethattheintersectionofanytwo
balls is a ball to carry out the proof, only that the eccentricity of such an intersection
is 0. A priori this is a weaker condition, however in an R-tree the intersection of
two balls is always a ball and therefore, as a consequence of the theorem, the two
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4. Miscellaneous comments
InTheorem1andCorollary2,theassumptionthatthemetricspace.X;d/begeodesic
cannot be removed. The notion of hyperbolic spaces extends to non-geodesic metric
spaces via the Gromov product (see e.g. Déﬁnition 3, p. 27 of [4]) but it is no longer
a quasi-isometry invariant (see [9]). And indeed Viktor Schroeder pointed out the
following.
Example 18. Let 0 < r < 1=2 and let X Df .x;rjxj/ j x 2 Rg that we endow with
the induced metric from R2. Recall that hyperbolicity via Gromov product reads as
follows: there is ı   0 such that for any p 2 X and any x;y;´ 2 X,w eh a v e
.xjy/p   minf.xj´/p;.yj´/pg ı
where 2.xj´/p D d.x;p/ C d.´;p/   d.x;´/. Now set for t   0, x D .0;0/,
yt D .2t;2rt/, ´t D . 2t;2rt/ and pt D .t;rt/. Letting t tend to inﬁnity shows
that X is not hyperbolic. But obviously (due to our choice of the parameter r) the
space X satisﬁes that the intersection of any two balls is a ball.
However, recall that a ı-ultrametric space is a metric space .X;d/ which satisﬁes
the following strengthened version of the triangle inequality,
d.x;y/   maxfd.x;´/;d.´;y/gCı
for all x;y;´ in X. It is easy to see that at least two of d.x;y/, d.y;´/ and d.x;´/
differ by at most ı, meaning that any triangle is almost isoceles. These are examples
of2ı-hyperbolicspacesinthesenseofGromov,see[5],Section1.2onp.90. Itwould
be interesting to know if those spaces do satisfy the property that any intersection of
two balls is almost a ball (in some sense).
Deﬁnition 19. We say that a geodesic metric space .X;d/ has the geodesic extension
property if any geodesic arc   W Œ0;a  ! X extends to a geodesic  0W Œ0;1/ ! X,
i.e.,  0jŒ0;a  D  .
The most important feature of a space with the geodesic extension property is that
centres and radii of balls are well deﬁned (this is easily checked). More precisely we
shall use the following.
Lemma 20. Let .X;d/ be a space with the geodesic extension property, and let
x;y 2 X and s;t   0 satisfy s;t   d.x;y/. Then B.c;r/ is the biggest ball that ﬁts
in B.x;s/\B.y;t/, where r D
sCt d.x;y/
2 and c is a point on any geodesic between
x and y, at distance s tCd
2 from x.16 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
Proof. Let Y D B.x;s/ \ B.y;t/.I f s C t < d.x;y/ then Y D;and there is
nothing to prove. So let us assume that s C t   d.x;y/. Take r   0 and c 2 Y such
that B.c;r/   Y. Let a D d.x;c/and b D d.y;c/, so that a C b   d.x;y/. Since
B.c;r/   B.x;s/, we deduce that aCr   s, and similarly, since B.c;r/   B.y;t/,
we deduce that b Cr   t (here we use the geodesic extension property). Combining
those two inequalities shows that
2r   s C t   .a C b/   s C t   d.x;y/:
If X D X  is the symmetric space of constant curvature     0 there is a single
triangle x, y, ´ (up to isometry) with side lengths s D d.x;´/, t D d.y;´/ and
d D d.x;y/. So we deﬁne
Ecc .s;t;d/´ d.´;c/  
s C t   d
2
;
where c is the point on the geodesic between x and y at distance .d C s   t/=2
from x. (This point exists because the triangle inequality ensures that t   d C s,s o
the distance is positive, and because s   d C t implies that .d C s   t/=2  d.) We
shallseethatthereisananaloguetoTheorem1whichcharacterisesCAT. /geometry
for     0
Theorem 21. Given     0, a geodesic metric space .X;d/ with geodesic extension
property is CAT. / if and only if the eccentricity of the intersection of any two balls
of respective radii s and t and at distance d is bounded by Ecc .s;t;d/.
Proof. Oneimplicationisclear,sowesupposebycontradictionthattheeccentricityof
theintersectionofanytwoballsofrespectiveradiis andt andatdistanced isbounded
by Ecc .s;t;d/but that X is not CAT( ). Then there is a geodesic triangle x;´;y in
X and a point p D  .r/ on a geodesic   from x to y such that d.N x; N p /<d . x ;p / .
Letr0 D supfr0 <rj d. .r0/;´/   d.N  .r0/; N ´/gwhere N   denotesthegeodesic N x N y in
the comparison triangle. Similarly let r1 D inffr0 >rj d. .r0/;´/   d.N  .r0/; N ´/g.
In other words, r0 and r1 are the nearest points left and right of p that satisfy the
CAT. / inequality. So for any r0 in the open interval .r0;r 1/ we have d.. .r0/;´/ >
d.N  .r0/; N ´/. Notice that r1 >r 0 since the metric varies continuously with points.
Set s0 D d. .r0/;´/ D d.N  .r0/; N ´/, and t0 D d. .r1/;´/ D d.N  .r1/; N ´/. Let
d0 D d. .r0/; .r1// D r1   r0.
Now consider a geodesic triangle  .r0/;´; .r1/ where the geodesic from  .r0/
to  .r1/ is taken to be the restriction of   to the closed interval Œr0;r 1 . Clearly the
geodesic triangle N  .r0/; N ´; N  .r1/ is a comparison triangle in X  (see Figure 3).
Take the point c0 on the above geodesic from  .r0/ to  .r1/ at distance
.s0 C d0   t0/=2 from  .r0/. (This point exists because of the triangle inequality.)
First notice that c0 has to be equal to either  .r0/ or  .r1/, otherwise we would haveA characterization of hyperbolic spaces 17
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´
Figure 3. The CAT.0/ comparison triangle.
d.´;c0/>d .N ´; N c0/, and the intersection of B. .r0/;s0/ with B. .r1/;t0/ exceeds the
allowed eccentricity. Assume that c0 D  .r0/ (if c0 D  .s1/ the argument is similar
and we omit it). Then .s0 C d0   t0/=2 D 0,s ot0 D s0 C d0. It follows that the path
given by concatenating the geodesics from ´ to  .r0/ and from  .r0/ to  .r1/ is itself
a geodesic. Now let m be the midpoint of the geodesic from  .r0/ to  .r1/. This
point is at distance s0 C .r1   r0/=2 from ´. Inspecting the (degenerate) comparison
triangle we see that x m is also at distance s0 C.r1  r0/=2 from N ´, but this contradicts
our assumption that every point between  .r0/ and  .r1/ is further from ´ than we
see in the comparison triangle.
Remark. Following the arguments in the proof ofTheorem 1 we note that there is an
alternativenotionofa“based”eccentricityfunctionwhichmeasureseccentricityfrom
the deﬁned centre c for both the inscribed and circumscribed balls. In these terms it
is easy to see that Gromov hyperbolicity is equivalent to the existence of a uniform
bound on the based eccentricity function, while the proof of Theorem 21 shows that
CAT. / geometry is characterised by bounding the based eccentricity function in
terms of the function Ecc . Hence both notions of non-positive curvature may be
naturally expressed in terms of eccentricity bounds.
5. Appendix: Pomroy’s result
In [7] Papasoglu showed that for a graph hyperbolicity was equivalent to a bound
on the thinness of geodesic bigons. As remarked before, the same statement is not
true for general geodesic metric spaces (any non-hyperbolic CAT(0) space furnishes
a counter example since uniqueness for geodesics gives a bound of 0 on the fatness
of geodesic bigons). The point is that the bound for the fatness of geodesic bigons
in a graph gives an automatic bound on the fatness of .1;1/ quasi-geodesic bigons
and Papasoglu remarks that there is a natural generalisation of the result as follows.18 I. Chatterji and G.A. Niblo
The theorem appears in the Masters dissertation of Pomroy [8], but to the best of our
knowledge no proof exists in the literature. We offer a proof of the result in order to
place it on the record.
Theorem 22 (Pomroy [8]). Let.X;d/beageodesicmetricspace. Ifthereis";  > 0
so that  -bigons are uniformly "-thin, then X is hyperbolic.
Proof. Wearguebycontradiction,similarlytoCorollary12andusingthoseparticular
divergence functions. According to Theorem 7 for any D   0, the functions fD as
deﬁnedabovenevertendtoinﬁnity,andhencethereisL D L.D/sothatliminf fD D
L.D/ < 1. This means that for any t0 2 RC, there are two geodesics   and  0 and
R 2 RC such that
(a)  .0/ D  0.0/,
(b) d. .R/; 0.R//   D,
(c) d. .RC r0/; 0.R C r0//   L C 1 for some r0   t0.
Let us ﬁx q   3 so that 1=q    , and again let Ar D d. .R C r/; 0.R C r//and
a0 D  .RC r0/;a1;:::;a n D  0.R C r0/ be points on a geodesic from  .RC r0/
to  0.R C r0/ and at distance less than   from each other (we can choose n  
.LC1/q C1). For 1 D 1;:::;n, we see a  -bigon as follows: one side is a geodesic
from .0/toai,andtheotherisabrokengeodesic .0/ai 1ai. Soourassumptionssay
that it is "-thin, and hence Ar   n". Now let b0 D  .RCr/, b1,… ,bm D  0.RCr/
points on a geodesic from  .RC r/ to  0.R C r/ and at distance less than   from
each other (we can choose m   Arq C 1). Again we construct a  -bigon as follows:
one side is a geodesic from  .0/ to bi, and the other is a broken geodesic  .0/bi 1bi.
Moreover, since A0 D D, it means that m"   D, and hence .ArqC1/"   D, so that
Ar   .D="   1/1=q. This means that the geodesics   and  0 fulﬁll the assumptions
of Theorem 6 for any D big enough (i.e., D so that .D="   1/1=q > 0), and hence,
taking D big enough (i.e., so that .D="   1/1=2q > "), Theorem 6 contradicts our
assumption that  -bigons are uniformly "-thin.
Remark. This result may seem close to Lemma 7.2 in [6], which states that if .3;0/-
quasigeodesics stay uniformly close to any geodesic between the endpoints, then
the space is hyperbolic. However the proof of Papasoglu’s or Pomroy’s result is
considerably more elaborate.
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